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SUMMARY
Our research addresses two important problems that arise in modern large-scale
distributed systems:
1. The necessity to virtualize their data flows by applying actions such as filtering,
format translation, coalescing or splitting, etc.
2. The desire to separate such actions from application level logic, to make it
easier for future service-oriented codes to inter-operate in diverse and dynamic
environments.
This research considers the runtimes of the ‘information appliances’ used for these
purposes, particularly with respect to their ability to provide diverse levels of Qual-
ity of Service (QoS) in lieu of dynamic application behaviors and the consequent
changes in the resource needs of their data flows. Our specific contribution is the
enrichment of these runtimes with methods for QoS-awareness, thereby giving them
the ability to deliver desired levels of QoS even under sudden requirement changes –
IQ-appliances. For experimental evaluation, we enrich a prototype implementation
of an IQ-appliance, based on the Intel IXP network processor, with the additional
functionality needed to guarantee QoS constraints for diverse data streams. Measure-
ments demonstrate the feasibility and utility of the approach. Further, we enhance the
Self-Virtualized Network Interface developed in previous work from our group with





Modern day distributed infrastructures are increasingly shifting to using hardware
or software ‘appliances’ to manipulate data flows. These appliances, also known as
‘single-function servers’ are designed with well defined tasks in mind - be it XML or
database accelerators, gaming engines or security devices. Focused towards efficient
operation, they also provide ease of integration in large scale distributed systems with
simple interfaces.
This trend towards employing appliances is fueled by two other important con-
temporary developments:
1. Multicore architecture has made it easier to envision one or more cores to be
used for information appliances alone to carry out standard functions parallel
to other processing.
2. Due to virtualization, applications are now separated from hardware by 2 layers:
(i) a resource management layer (virtual machine monitor) and (ii) the oper-
ating system. Appliances can exploit their network nearness for low latency of
application data preprocessing before such data is presented to the application.
When multiple applications / virtual machines are multiplexed over multiple such
appliances, it becomes important to provide:
1. quality of service guarantees so as to guarantee system performance to critical
applications;
2. efficient utilization of resources for these information flows; and
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3. isolation of flows of different applications.
Towards this end our research identifies and designs feasible runtime mechanisms
to incorporate quality awareness in future information appliances. These mechanisms
must enable dynamic/application-specific reconfiguration of runtime resources, so as
to (i) better meet quality requirements on individual flows or classes of flows; and (ii)
better utilize platform resources.
1.1 Background
Modern large-scale distributed applications are constantly faced with data interop-
erability and consequent performance issues. Examples of these are operational in-
formation systems (OISs) used by large companies in their daily operations [43, 20]
or the 24/7 engines used by online information services (e.g., online ticket pricing
and reservation engine [34]). These can be categorized as information intensive ap-
plications since they have to handle large amounts of input data, process them at
guaranteed rates, and provide output in specified formats. Also included in this
spectrum are online high-performance scientific applications, such as distributed real-
time collaboration or remote data visualization [60] which have to deal with large
data flows.
There is an increasing gap between the data rates of such information-intensive
applications and the ability of general purpose platforms to efficiently access and
manipulate that data, in addition to performing the many application-specific tasks
required of these processors. To deal with this issue, it has been shown useful to
associate with such platforms specialized ‘information appliances’, which are software
components running on separable, potentially custom infrastructures that carry out
tasks pertaining to data interoperability, tracking data movements and evaluating
them, etc., simple examples including firewalls or intrusion detection engines. By
separating such actions from the basic business logic executed by applications, it then
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becomes possible to dynamically add new data-centric services, to meet the needs of
additional data streams or to deal with new types of data, and to dynamically manage
how data streams are manipulated.
Entire businesses are based on the ‘appliance’ model explained above, serving
specific application communities, such as the medical form conversions necessary in
hospital and insurance settings, or ensuring the efficient and flexible distribution of
data in wide area settings [54]. Examples of such appliances range from firewalls and
NAT boxes, to appliances for deep-packet processing, such as content-based load bal-
ancers, or units which perform select crypto- or XML-related functionality. A custom
appliance used by one of our industry partners in the OIS domain extracts incoming
data messages and reformats them in the internal binary data representation [43].
Examples in a search engine context such as at Worldspan, are an appliance per-
forming request load balancing across the engine’s many cluster servers, or one that
merges generated ticket pricing information with customized DoubleClick advertising
based on current user profiles [51]. In all such cases, the purpose of these appliances is
essentially, to ‘virtualize’ some original data stream [56], by manipulating the stream
and/or creating a new stream with content suitable for some application-specific pur-
pose.
Given the examples described, it is not surprising that many modern enterprise
systems contain separate racks of custom boxes, termed ‘barnacles’ in [44], each
of which serves some distinct purpose. Recent industry efforts aim to consolidate
this ‘appliance’ space, for the same power/space/increased utilization arguments that
have been driving virtualization technologies for host systems or in the network do-
main [40], and targeting a limited set of ‘deep-packet’ processing functions. The
main aspect unique to all these examples is that the appliances are ‘network-near’.
They are able to execute selected data processing actions ‘close’ to the network itself,
thereby not imposing unnecessary data movement overheads and associated memory
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loads on the machines that run business logic.
1.2 Motivation
Since information appliances are shared among different applications in enterprise
systems or among virtual machines in virtualized infrastructures, providing guaran-
tees to the applications / VMs is becoming more difficult. This issue is not restricted
to appliances. In virtualized environments, caches, network devices, I/O devices are
shared between multiple virtual machines. Without quality of service, system level
hardware virtualization is subject to anarchy, or disruptive interference from other
codes or applications running concurrently. In large scale enterprise systems, some
application flows may be more important than the others. One way to attain guar-
antees on delay / bandwidth is to over-provision resources in such environments for
latency/ bandwidth critical applications. However this is not always a cost effective /
feasible /manageable solution. To avoid over-provisioning, quality of service notions
need to be built into the appliances to provide guarantees for applications that have
strict latency requirements.
Quality awareness is difficult to implement for several reasons. First, since it is
hard, if not impossible, to statically assess the dynamic resource requirements of a
certain data flow and the content-based services that operate on it, due to data-
dependencies in services, static specifications have to be enhanced with runtime mon-
itoring and assessment techniques [22]. Second, the fixed up-front partitioning of
resources is not typically feasible, as it must be based on worst case predictions and
will therefore, result in low overall resource utilization. Worse, it may prevent a select
application-flow or service to deliver adequate performance under increased demand,
although the platform may have an abundance of unused resources. Third, there may
be runtime changes in the parameters that most significantly impact the quality levels
experienced by a certain application flow, because these may depend on the specific
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application-level processing being performed and the associated quality attributes of
interest (e.g., throughput vs. response time).
The specific goal and key contribution of the work described in this thesis is to
address these issues and design a set of runtime mechanisms which will
1. provide priority notions to data flows based on that applied to the application
itself;
2. maintain this priority despite changes in pattern of incoming data flows or other
such external influences;
3. adapt quickly to changes in application needs, and new applications / priorities;
and
4. adjust monitoring frequencies based on available compute resources and system
properties.
We define appliances capable of such quality awareness to be IQ-appliances.
IQ-appliances will have several benefits. First, since quality awareness is ingrained
in every stage of the pipeline of data flow processing, from the application to the
device, we come closer to achieving end-to-end quality assurances. Second, since these
appliances have a feedback loop based on current system parameters, system stability
and predictability can be ensured. Third, the responsiveness of the IQ-appliance thus
designed helps sensitive and critical applications. Automating the reconfiguration of
scheduling in these appliances based on system parameters helps ease maintainability
and reduces management costs. Finally, reconfigurable monitoring based on system
needs, enables reduction in overhead when the system is operating under stress.
All in all, while quality unaware appliances provide ease of integration and effi-
ciency, IQ-appliances would additionally, at small costs, provide the benefit of closer
scheduling coupling and responsiveness.
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1.3 Thesis-Statement
In summary, it is possible and important to incorporate responsiveness to quality re-
quirements of applications into appliances by adapting dynamic resource management
capabilities.
1. While static partitioning of resources is easy to implement, it proves to be
counter productive during stress conditions.
2. Adaptive scheduling is not only feasible to implement but also provides for
better utilization of resources.
3. Monitoring can be reconfigurable and used to provide need-based system re-
sponsiveness.
1.4 Main Contributions
We describe an architecture for IQ-appliances and their runtimes, the latter providing
the basic support for flexible online monitoring, resource allocation, and adaptation
needed by higher level quality management methods. Such runtime functionality
makes it easy to:
• dynamically change how distinct data flows are mapped to platform resources,
the goal being to adapt these mappings to better meet current flow constraints
with available resources;
• drive these changes with application-level quality notions; and
• provide this changes using monitoring and scheduling components which intro-
duce low overheads.
The runtime’s API can be used by applications to:
• respond to dynamic changes in an application specific manner; and
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• provide the runtime with information useful for further specialization.
As part of this architecture we propose mechanisms that can be used to provide
dynamic quality of service guarantees to applications and discuss its capabilities, in-
cluding methods for continuous monitoring and configuration state management. We
argue that these constitute a sufficient basis for runtime methods for data stream
adaptation. We describe the realization of these mechanisms in the context of a
prototype implementation of an IQ-appliance developed in our research, using the
IXP network processor. Measurements of the prototype demonstrate the feasibility
and utility of these ‘IQ’ capabilities of future information appliances. Specific experi-
mental results concern the overheads of effective stream scheduling and the ability to
dynamically adjust the appliance-level resources used by certain information streams.
We show that the overheads associated with corresponding monitoring and reconfigu-
ration are low. Current results assume that different quality properties are associated
with different virtual flows passing through the appliance, but this may be generalized
to differentiate different sub-streams or types of data within a single stream, as well.
We also demonstrate the feasibility and advantage of QoS awareness in virtualized
infrastructures by building QoS capability into a Self Virtualizing NIC [48].
1.5 Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the
basic functionally and runtime support needed quality-aware information appliances –
IQ-appliances. Next, we describe an appliance prototype based on the Intel IXP2400
network processing platform in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents measurement re-
sults and their analysis. A brief summary of related work and concluding remarks
constitute the Chapters 5 and 6.
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CHAPTER II
IQ-APPLIANCES: HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
ARCHITECTURE
This chapter motivates in greater detail the design of IQ-appliances by describing
the various mechanisms that enable their functionality. We first explain the basic
concepts and definitions of terms used in this dissertation. In Section 2.2, we bring
out the main assumptions regarding hardware which can support such IQ-appliances,
drawing from the learnings from existing hardware support for appliances. The high
level design of architecture of an IQ appliance, and its main mechanisms that consti-
tute it are elaborated on in Section 2.3. This is followed by further detailing of the
specific mechanisms which enable dynamic resource management. Finally, we present
a discussion on how this work is relevant to domains beyond appliances, as demon-
strated by our modelling of QoS notions into devices which can be built to be logical
devices. Such quality aware logical devices can provide guarantees in end-to-end
virtualized infrastructures.
2.1 Basic Concepts
We define an IQ-appliance as an information appliance that is able to support dif-
ferentiated quality levels for distinct application-level data flows, where resource re-
quirements may differ across flows and where each such flow may be virtualized via
associated processing actions. To realize such flows, the appliance must implement
the following abstractions:
• An IQ-flow is an abstraction for a collection of packets or application-level data
items that can be classified according to some set of predicates. For instance,
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an IQ-flow may be all network traffic associated with a certain virtual machine
and identified via some virtual identifier (e.g., as supported in protocols like
SCTP), or it may be a collection of all application-level data items of a certain
type and with a common destination address. An example of the latter is the
virtualization of a stream of business events prior to sharing them with an
entity external to the company, which involves extracting company-sensitive
information and reformatting them into some standard format like XML.
• A data item in a flow may correspond to a single or some collection of application-
level messages, but it must be fully contained within a single flow and within a
limited time window.
• Arbitrary processing actions, IQ-handlers, may be associated with each IQ-flow
and applied to each data item, ranging from simple data forwarding, replication,
or filtering actions, to more complex format translation, parsing, or content
down-sampling operations. Examples of the latter include compression in media
flows [59] and element selection in remote data visualization [60].
• A flow can specify lower bounds for QoS, which requires the IQ-appliance’s
runtime to provide certain minimum resource levels, independent of momentary
spikes in data rates or in the amounts of processing required by other flows. Our
current implementation provides such minimum guarantees, but leaves it to
operating systems or applications to provide higher level methods for admission
control.
We note that typically, there is substantial flexibility in how IQ-appliance resources
may be allocated. For instance, runtime resources beyond those required for lower
bound guarantees can be shared so as to first address the quality requirements of
the highest priority or most critical flows. Experiments with different strategies for
prioritization appear in Section 4 below.
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2.2 Hardware Assumptions
Before describing the basic architecture of an IQ-appliance and its specific runtime
components evaluated in this work, we first digress by describing in more detail some
of the assumptions we make about the hardware on which IQ-appliances run.
An IQ-appliance must deal with multiple information flows and for each flow,
it must execute application-specified operations, potentially applied to each of the
flow’s data items. The highly parallel nature of such processing indicates the need
for many different processing cores capable of performing a range of processing ac-
tions or execute entire chains of transformations, for many concurrent flows. Modern
network processors [25] have such capabilities, albeit in many cases, with some limi-
tations in terms of the processing actions they can carry out (e.g., no floating point
support, limited state per operation, etc.). We dismiss the use of parallel ASIC plat-
forms, since that would negate the commoditization argument advanced in Chapter
1. Instead, we assume an appliance architecture similar to those present in current
multicore machines, where parallel processing cores have access to shared memory,
with a memory hierarchy that ranges from faster and smaller on chip memory (e.g.,
for maintaining per flow state, or runtime configuration parameters), to larger and
slower off-chip memory for storing flow data. Concerning processing, it is reasonable
to assume that information appliances will have certain accelerators for frequently
executed communication functions, such as protocol processing, hash units for oper-
ations like classification, or even cryptographic support. IQ-appliances leverage the
presence of such accelerators for application-specific transformations applied to data
‘in transit’ through the appliance [50].
Finally, while the bulk of the platform’s computational resources are designated
for fast path processing of different application flows, we assume the existence of a
designated control context (e.g., a hardware thread, or a dedicated control processor),














































































Figure 1: Runtime Components
reconfiguration functionality. This is a reasonable assumption given the now ubiqui-
tous presence of such management processors in bladeservers, for cluster machines,
and for local area compute infrastructures [55].
2.3 IQ-Appliances: Runtime Components
Figure 1 illustrates the main runtime components of an IQ-appliance, summarized as
follows:
• Networking Services – encapsulates tasks related to packet receipt (Rx) and
transmission (Tx) and basic protocol-level functionality, such as fragmentation
and reassembly.
• Information Processing Components
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– Classification / Pattern Matching – enables flexible matching of in-
coming packets into flows, where flows may be described by their network-
level parameters, such as source and destination IP addresses, virtual
flow identifiers, or higher-level information contained into application-level
headers, such as data type, or even application-level content.
– Queuing (Buffering) – provides functionality to create and manage co-
ordinated access to buffers of application data (i.e., packet payload), as
well as metadata queues (i.e., handles for packet buffers containing header
information). These shared memory buffers are the main mechanism for
communication among different processing elements on the platform.
– Information Handling – in order to enable the per flow execution of
arbitrary application-specific functionality and to perform various trans-
formation or filtering/forwarding actions based on flow data, the runtime
provides a collection of resources (hardware or software contexts) for the
execution of application provided handlers. It is the runtime’s responsibil-
ity to correctly associate data events from their queues to the appropriate
handler. These mappings are maintained in per flow configuration state;
they can be dynamically modified.
– Scheduling – a set of processing contexts (i.e., threads and/or cores)
dedicated to moving processed data from the corresponding data buffers
to the shared transmission resources (i.e., threads executing the Tx code
and accessing the shared network ports). Similar services can be used to
coordinate access to other shared resources, such as crypto units. The
exact manner in which the scheduling contexts (or cycles) are allocated to
individual flows depends upon the current platform configuration state.
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• Monitoring – a collection of monitoring “knobs” that can be turned on or
off, or whose frequency can be adjusted. These can be used to collect in a
predetermined location, information about the current platform state, from
individual queue lengths, to per-flow packet delays, etc and the configuration
state. Monitoring also generates event triggers after collecting platform state.
• System Parameters
– Configuration State – a description of the current values of all of the
runtime’s configurable parameters, such as the fields used in the classifi-
cation process, the number of buffer queues, number of cycles or threads
dedicated to servicing a particular queue, monitoring behavior, etc.
– Event Triggers – the runtime can generate events associated with dif-
ferent states or changes in operating conditions, such as data rates, queue
lengths, etc., with which application-specific response handlers can be as-
sociated. For instance, under high load conditions, a low priority flow may
choose to apply its custom data handler, rather than letting the runtime
drop arbitrary data packets due to buffer overflow.
• Control & Management – a separate control entity, which is a software
thread or a dedicated control context that is responsible for interaction with
external application components and with the management infrastructure and
for mapping the externally specified policies or quality requirements into con-
crete platform configurations. This is done in a manner that is safe with respect
to the current runtime operations (i.e., to obtain currently held locks, to prevent
inconsistent state of data currently processed, etc.). The actual nature of these
mappings is not the focus of this work and will be investigated in elsewhere.
Finally, due to resource limitations on the physical appliance platform, the con-
trol and management functionality may be partially executed on an external,
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general-purpose, configuration core.
As illustrated in Figure 1, once classified, data may be immediately enqueued for
later processing, or it may immediately be passed for information handling. This
implies that the runtime supports pre-queuing data handling, for instance, so as to
filter out unneeded data before any loads are placed on the platform’s memory sub-
system. Similarly, we support post-queuing data handling, needed for instance to
inline certain data manipulations jointly with the transmission-related operations, as
in packet and/or header compression to meet throughput levels available on a lower
speed link, or to facilitate link fragmentation and interleaving to prevent large packets
from causing head of line blocking for delay sensitive data.
The ability to apply in-transit arbitrary application handlers has been shown
useful in previous work [19, 18]. Toward this end, we represent application-specific
processing codes as lightweight IQ-flow handlers, which can be efficiently applied
to data at various points in the data path as it traverses the network. One of the
key properties of these handlers is their ability to efficiently interpret, access, and
manage the layout of application-level data and the contents of its fields across a set
of network packets, i.e., a data unit. A requirement imposed on IQ-flow handlers is
that the runtime exposes an API that can provide information about the behavior
these application-provided codes, such as instruction counts, need for special purpose
hardware, whether they are CPU or I/O bound, etc. Such IQ-flow handler profiles
can be used to further optimize runtime behavior. We are not concerned with how
this information is obtained, but there are multiple options. One option relies on the
tool chain used to create handlers. Another option is to have the runtime maintain
monitors and counters to extract these characteristics of its various loads. Further
discussion of IQ-flow handlers appears in [2].
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2.4 Dynamic Platform Resource Management
Next, we describe the set of mechanisms and accompanying data structures needed
to permit the dynamic management of platform resources and their use for servicing
different IQ-flows. The basis for supporting dynamic resource management lies in the
following platform capabilities:
1. Flexible and configurable monitoring of platform parameters.
2. Rich configuration state regarding a range of runtime properties.
3. The ability to perform dynamic platform resource allocation.
The following key mechanisms enable the above mentioned capabilities in IQ-
Appliances.
2.4.1 Resource Management Points
Our approach to enabling dynamic platform resource allocation is to enrich the dat-
apath with Resource Management (RM) points. These are execution points in the
fast path where it is safe to perform reconfiguration operations, e.g., at data item
boundaries. At RM points, individual threads/cores participating in the fast path
data processing inspect the configuration state (on a per thread basis) to determine
the set of actions in which they should be involved. Examples include
1. determining monitoring frequency and the platform parameters to be moni-
tored;
2. the IQ-handlers to be invoked for particular data items; and




Platform-resident configuration state is used for multiple purposes. First, it can
represent individual flows and the processing functionality associated with flow data,
i.e., classification of incoming data messages into appropriate platform queues, and
invocation of corresponding IQ-handlers. Second, it is used to allocate platform
resources to individual flows. Specifically, at RM points, each processing context (i.e.,
thread) inspects its configuration state to determine which flow (i.e., queue) or set of
flows it should service next. In order to minimize the overheads encountered during
this operation, we assume that in the case of multiple flows, these are already ordered
according to their priority by the external configuration core. Finally, portions of the
configuration state describe the platform monitoring functionality – the concrete set
of platform parameters to be monitored, and the frequency with which their values
are to be inspected.
This state is organized as global, per-flow, and per-thread tables. Access to the
appropriate state components is enabled either by static offsets (for static global or
per-thread data structures), or via a flexible and configurable classification process.
Such a classification mechanism is necessary to map variable length flow descrip-
tors that may span network-headers (i.e., source and destination IP addresses) or
application-headers (i.e., binary format descriptors) to a fixed, smaller-bit size unique
identifier. The ability to provide flexible classification like this lies in the selection of
parameters to the hash function polynomial, the details of which are not the focus of
this work.
Clearly, efficient access to various components of this state is of critical importance
to platform performance. Due to its potential size, it is important to realize that it
may not be feasible to maintain all of this state in fast, on-chip memory. Instead,
we rely on distributing state components along the memory hierarchy on the target
hardware platforms (see Section 2.2) and dynamically placing state components in
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appropriate memories. A specific example are the large classification tables all of
which cannot reside in fast memory at all times. To accommodate this fact, we
extend the platform-level flow identifier with location attributes that identify current
table location.
2.4.3 Configurable Monitoring
Performance information, either regarding the appliance platform overall, or regarding
individual per-flow service levels, can be extracted from a range of runtime parame-
ters, such as core CPU utilization, device Rx/Tx rates, or queue lengths. The exact
values to be monitored are described in a subset of the configuration state, along with
the frequency of this operation. Monitoring is a distributed mechanism, in that each
core monitors the above mentioned values separately, and updates the corresponding
resource state entries accessible from the control core.
2.4.4 Consistent Operation
Changes in configuration state may be driven by external action – pushed onto the
appliance platform through the external configuration core, or as a result of runtime
changes. The control core is involved in pushing the state updates to their appropriate
locations in the configuration state, and through the use of efficient bitwise locking
scheme, to ensure consistency with respect to fast path flow processing.
2.4.5 Further Optimizations
Our prior work has demonstrated the feasibility and utility of dynamic code swap-
ping [32]. While in the current approach, the runtime actions are interpreted by
accessing corresponding state elements, we acknowledge the utility of dynamically
hotswapping new instruction store contents, and executing customized generated




The mechanisms proposed so far are not restricted to appliances and can be applied in
various other areas which have to deal with application dynamics, resource allocation
and notions of priority. This section focuses on a few such areas where quality of
service notions become important. We then go on to elaborate the high level design
for incorporating the suggested mechanisms into self-virtualizing device as an example
for one such area. Along with information handling capabilities, this device can
provide QoS guarantees to VMs and applications and hence behave as a enhanced
virtual device referred to as a logical device, with additional attributes/ functionality
not natively supported by corresponding physical device [46].
2.5.1 Multicore Platforms
Multicore architecture makes way for performance speedup via parallelization. Cur-
rent research trends are moving towards maximising application performance in mul-
ticore architectures via managed runtime environments [65]. Due the dynamic nature
of applications multiplexed on several cores, corresponding cache, memory hierarchy
and attached I/O devices, quality of service notions in resource allocation policies of
the runtime become important not only to provide guarantees but also to improve
utilization. This issue has been addressed by different advances in research and tech-
nology. For example in [61], the authors discuss the need for data-stream quality
of service for all active cores on a Chip Multi Processor (CMP). On the same lines,
[28, 29] also reject cache partitioning schemes and address incorporation of quality of
service in allocation policies for cache. ARM’s MPCore architecture incorporates the
advanced extensible interface (AXI) to enable programming for ‘tight’ QoS guaran-
tees. Thus with innovation in hardware there is a growing need to address quality of
service awareness in software managing such hardware to provide better utilization.
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In this work we identify the key mechanisms which provide the capability of re-
configurable resource allocation and monitoring. The notions of configuration state,
resource management points and reconfigurable monitoring can be applied in the
managed runtime environments of multicore platforms to provide the much needed
notions of quality awareness and coupling of application needs with scheduling of
device and resource accesses.
2.5.2 Network Processors
The need for Quality of Service notion in networking devices on end systems, particu-
larly in Data center environments has been present for quite sometime now. Cavium
Networks [12] has introduced a multi-core network processor to address network-
service applications and claims to include a peripheral block solely for the purpose
of providing QoS. Similarly Intel IXPs [25] also provide sufficient hardware support
which makes it easy to provide for a layer of software pertaining to QoS notions.
With such advances in network hardware, it is feasible to support runtime mecha-
nisms described above to provide guaranteed service to network flows. The on board
memory on the NIC can be used to house the configuration state and the processor
threads can make scheduling decisions based on this state. The configuration state
on the NIC can be customized to reflect the current scheduling priorities on the host
processor, to provide guaranteed throughput / latency to the corresponding flows.
Such QoS aware NICs employed in data centers move us one step closer to the notion
of a ‘Dark Data Center’ [14] - which is a network environment and infrastructure that
can be managed remotely and is completely automated.
In order to demonstrate the feasibility and utility of incorporating QoS awareness
into NICs we have integrated the runtime mechanisms described in Section 2.3 into
a Self Virtualized NIC (S-VNIC) developed as part of the work in [48]. With infor-
mation processing capabilities included the S-VNIC can now be considered a logical
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device capable of providing services to the applications in a virtual machine. We
elaborate on this in the next subsection.
2.5.3 QoS Aware Logical Devices
We define logical devices to be similar to appliances, in that they are capable of
processing data flows. However they differ in that it is possible to offload a set of
application semantics onto the device, and the device is capable of applying corre-
sponding handlers to the data flows - whereas an appliance is generally designed
with a particular functionality in mind. [32, 19] developed the notion of logical de-
vices. [48] enabled self virtualization support for such devices - but as is common
to other virtualization infrastructures, partitioned resources between different data
flows from VMs (virtual flows). The virtual flows are classified into different buffer
queues and the logical device services the queues in a round robin fashion. Just as
self-virtualizing capability is built into the device, quality awareness can be incorpo-
rated. Such a device provided with information handling capability can be used as a
logical device.
Following are the main design decisions taken in order to incorporate quality
awareness in a self-virtualized device attached to a virtualized host which can be
used as a logical device:
1. Configuration State - a table mapping virtual flows to priority is maintained.
This table is pre-sorted in the order of priority to reduce the compute cycles re-
quired for monitoring. This ordered state is assumed to be downloaded from the
host into the NP. Apart from this information, meta data regarding the head
and tail pointers to the queues corresponding to the virtual flows are main-
tained. This data is useful in determining queue lengths which in turn influence
scheduling decisions. The state also determines the frequency of monitoring.
2. Scheduling - As long as the higher priority queues do not build up beyond a
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specified limit (application specified), an equal number of processing contexts
is allocated to all virtual flows and round robin scheduling is used. Once the
higher priority queues start building up, priority based scheduling kicks in, with
a larger share of the processing contexts allocated to higher priority flows, and
a pre-decided number of contexts servicing the lower priority flows to prevent
starvation.
3. Monitoring knobs - These are turned on as per host directive and are as fre-
quent as recommended by the host. As before, packet delays, queue lengths and
priorities of virtual flows are monitored from time to time by reading configu-
ration state and flow meta data. Monitoring can be distributed or centralized,
in the sense that each processing context can separately monitor parameters
important to it, or a central thread can be used for that purpose.
4. Event Triggers - Under high load conditions, we choose to change scheduling
policies. Data handlers for lower priority flows can also be chosen based on such
triggers.
2.6 Chapter Summary
In this section we defined terms we will use in the rest of the dissertation. We
also described the runtime mechanisms required for providing quality awareness in
information appliances and elaborated how these could be defined to provide dy-
namic resource management capabilities. Finally we discussed the generality of such
mechanisms and presented a few examples. In the next chapter we will discuss the
implementation of the high-level design elements we described in this section. We




We next describe in more detail a concrete realization of an QoS-aware information
appliance. For this we first set the ground by describing the Intel IXP2xxx network
processors which is our chosen platform for prototype implementation. In Section
3.2 we describe in detail implementation of QoS awareness in information appliances.
Finally we describe the implementation of a QoS awareness in a Self-Virtualized NIC
which can be used as a logical device in Section 3.3 followed by the chapter summary.
3.1 Intel IXP2xxx Network Processors
Our prototype implementation is based on network processors from the Intel IXP
family, specifically the IXP2400, attached to standard Linux-based hosts, to represent
these future platforms. As with other such platforms, the key attribute of the Intel
2400 is the presence of multiple on-board processing engines, termed microengines,
which can be organized in arbitrary manner to perform certain tasks. Important
features of the IXP2400 architecture include:
1. Specialized hardware to support network operations, which gives the ability
to implement network services with high packet throughput and low latency
[25]. In addition to network centric operations, it also provides support for data
processing in the form of CRC checksum calculations, integer arithmetic etc.
2. Microengines - eight 32-bit programmable engines specialized for network pro-
cessing; these MEs handle the main data plane processing per packet.
3. Eight threads per ME can run with no overhead for context switching.
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4. A Linux-based 32bit RISC Xscale core is used for management and other func-
tions.
5. A rich memory hierarchy which includes:
(a) a fast on-chip 640 32 bit local memory for each microengine;
(b) global scratchpad memory - a 16-Kbyte storage for general-purpose use
with atomic operations and ring support;
(c) SRAM Controller; and
(d) DRAM Controller;
The last 2 provide access to the off chip SRAM and DRAM memory.
6. An integral PCI interface with three DMA channels.
7. The Media and Switch Fabric Interface (MSF) which is an interface for network
framers and/or Switch Fabric. It contains receive and transmit buffers.
8. A SHaC unit which contains three main subblocks:
(a) Scratchpad Memory as previously described in memory hierarchy compo-
nents.
(b) Hash Unit which can be used by the Intel XScale core and Microengines
to offload hash calculations.
(c) CAP(CSR Access Proxy) - Chip-wide control and status registers which
provide special interprocessor communication features to allow flexible and
efficient inter-ME and ME-to-Intel XScale core communications.
9. Performance Monitor counters that can be programmed to count selected in-
ternal chip hardware events. They are used to analyze and tune performance.
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Figure 2: IXP 2400 Network Processor [27]
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Figure 2 shows the functional units of the IXP2400 network processor. For more de-
tailed information on the IXP2400, we refer the reader to [26]. The Radisys ENP2611
board [45] on which the IXP2400 resides includes a 600MHz IXP2400, 256MB DRAM,
8MB SRAM, a POS-PHY Level 3 FPGA which connects to 3 Gigabit interfaces and
a PCI interface. The Xscale core, running Linux, is primarily used for initialization,
management and debugging. The IXP2400 is attached to hosts running standard
Linux kernels over a PCI interface. Data is delivered to and from the host-resident
application components through the IXPs network interfaces. There is wide range of
development tools available which aid the application development for IXP Program-
mers. These include workbench simulators, SDKs, debugging utilities (data watch,
memory watch etc), performance-gathering utilities, etc.
3.2 IXP2400 as a QoS-Aware Information Appliance
The realization of the appliance prototype and the accompanying resource manage-
ment mechanisms described in Chapter 2 can be summarized as follows.
The processing cores, i.e., the execution of fast path tasks like data receipt and
transmission, and the application-provided IQ-handlers, are mapped to threads on the
IXP’s microengines. The IXP appliance is attached to an x86 host, which serves as
the external configuration core. The control core functionality is executed by threads
on a single dedicated microengine, with an XScale-resident component involved in
signaling and communication with the external processor. RM points are embedded
into fast path operations, and they are invoked with configurable frequencies, i.e.,
they can be invoked say after processing each n application-level data items or for
every data item. Monitoring operations are also executed at RM points, potentially
with different granularity, and currently focused on monitoring various data rate and
queue length indicators.
An IQ-flow is identified as a combination of networking information, i.e., source
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address, and application-level information comprised of an efficient binary data type
descriptor [10]. The classification process maps this into a configurable smaller bit-size
identifier and classifies incoming data into DRAM-resident data buffers. Metadata
queues are maintained in faster SRAM memory, with queue descriptors (including
tail and head pointer, QoS-related information, etc.) residing in on-chip Scratchpad
memory. The configuration state is distributed across microengines’ local memories,
Scratchpad and SRAM.
Current resource management operations focus on allocating microengine threads
to service distinct IQ-flows. Such thread scheduling is described in per thread in-
formation, updated by the control core. It can result in several thread allocation
schedules, further described and evaluated in Section 4. This work and some of the
results also appear in [41, 42, 17].
Mechanisms necessary for Quality Awareness viz. monitoring, scheduling and RM
points can also be included at different stages in the pipeline shown in Figure 3 - Rx,
packet Processing and/or Tx.
However configuration state is shared across the pipeline.
3.3 IXP2400 as a QoS-Aware Self-Virtualized NIC
We have also enhanced the self-virtualized NIC (S-VNIC) prototype [48] with priority-
based QoS support, where flows from different VMs can be assigned different prior-
ities. The NIC as can be seen in Figure 4 provides virtual interfaces directly to the
guest VMs, with minimal Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) interaction in the network
I/O path. A device driver for the virtual NIC interface forms the VM-side endpoint.
The device driver provides an IOCTL-based interface to the guest VM for commu-
nicating QoS requirements, i.e., a numeric priority value. The path responsible for
S-VNIC management can be modified to incorporate the communication of the QoS
attribute, which can be implemented as a VM-VMM hypercall. For proof-of-concept,
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Figure 4: S-VNIC : Schematic Diagram [47]
we assume the existence of this support to next build in the QoS awareness.
The S-VNIC uses the information sent by guest VMs to compute scheduling poli-
cies and resource allocation requirements for all VNICs corresponding to all VMs,
where resources include network processor resources, such as IXP microengine con-
texts, and memory resources available on the S-VNIC. This functionality is imple-
mented in a similar fashion as described in Section 3.2 with small differences. Mainly,
the meta data queues are software queues maintained in SDRAM of the IXP, which
can be updated by the device driver and the appliance. Since the atomicity provided
for enqueue and dequeue operations of hardware queues is no longer there, software
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locking needs to be used. The update to the head and tail of the queues is done within
critical sections. As usual there are separate Rx and Tx queues. The other differ-
ence is that while in Section 3.2 the prototype was tested with Rx receiving packets
from the network, in this implementation, packets are generated by the host and are
fed into the Rx queues. Quality awareness is implemented in the Host to network
(IXP) communication and not in the reverse direction. The rest of the components
described in Chapter 2 are implemented as described in Section 3.2. Part of this work
is also envisioned and described separately in [46, 17]
3.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we described the IXP2400 on which we have implemented our pro-
totype. We also described the realization of the implementation of the mechanisms
described in Chapter 2. The other details of the implementation are closely asso-
ciated with the results and hence will be introduced in the Chapter 4. Finally we
describe the implementation of quality awareness in S-VNIC as an extension of the





In this chapter we discuss the results from the experimental analysis of the prototype
IQ-appliance in order to support the claims and design made so far in the disserta-
tion. We first start with the customary experimental setup. Our first set of results
motivate the need and importance of runtime quality awareness. This helps us to
choose the most suitable resource allocation scheme to continue with the rest of the
experiments. We then evaluate the feasibility of providing for such a functionality in
an information appliance. The next 2 sections discuss the capabilities introduced by
such a functionality. We also analyse the affect of quality awareness on drop distri-
bution in flows. Finally we compare a quality aware S-VNIC to a quality unaware
S-VNIC to evaluate the utility of quality awareness in a virtualized infrastructure and
also include results from testing the S-VNIC as an IQ-appliance.
4.1 Experimental Setup
The experiments described in this chapter are conducted on a cluster of 2850 Xeon
nodes, each with an IXP2400 network processor card, interconnected via 1Gbps Eth-
ernet. One of the IXP cards is used as the network appliance being evaluated, while
other nodes are used as data sources and destinations. Since the hardware platform
used in this prototype implementation is capable of handling much more than the
1Gbps data rates which we can deliver to it in our testbed, we artificially limit the
capacities of the outgoing links to 500Mbps.
In the following experiments, 3 flows A, B, C suffice for demonstrating the notion
of QoS ‘built into’ the appliance. The flows are assigned different amounts of runtime
resources. For instance, flow A has a metadata buffer of 512 words which is twice the
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size of B’s and C’s metadata queues. Each application flow also has some correspond-
ing processing, which will be explained as and when necessary. The problem tackled
below is to allocate computational resources to the different flows in the system, to
ensure QoS guarantees at all points of time. This could also be viewed as a control
system problem, where some feedback control is required to keep the system stable.
In order to evaluate the QoS levels delivered to each flow, we vary the way in which
the runtime allocates available resources, i.e., threads, to each flow, according to the
following resource allocation schemes:
• Round Robin (RR) - Each thread polls the different flows in a round robin
manner.
• Equal Static Allocation (EAS) - Threads are statically assigned to flows in a
uniform manner.
• Static Allocation (SA) - Threads are statically allocated to flows according to
priority levels.
• Priority Aware (PA) - Threads pull packets in the order of priority; lower
priority flows and are serviced only when no higher priority packets exist.
• Priority Aware with Reservation (PAR) - A number of threads is preallocated
to flows according to their priority (as in SA), while the remainder are shared
in a priority-aware manner (as in PA).
In the experiments described in the remainder of this Chapter, flow B is always
assigned the highest priority.
4.2 Importance of Runtime Quality-Awareness
4.2.1 The Case for Priority-Awareness
The first set of experiments evaluates the different policies for resource (i.e., threads)



























Figure 5: Equal Ingress Rates
(i.e., data items from each flow arrive at approx. 330Mbps as shown in Figure 5).
The throughput measurements in Figure 6 show that while priority-sensitive schemes
exhibit certain performance gains, the overall improvement in throughput levels is on
the order of 10% for the high priority flow, and still almost 50% less than its incoming
rate. Latency improvements, are however more pronounced, as can be seen in Figure
7 since data is dispatched more promptly form higher priority queues. These results
demonstrate:
1. the importance of enabling some form of quality-awareness in the runtime; and
2. the need for greater coordination at multiple levels throughout the data path
through the system.
4.2.2 The Need for Pre-Queuing IQ-Flow Handling
Next, we exploit the runtime ability to associate application specific behaviors (i.e.,


















































































































Figure 9: Delay with Pre-Queuing/Ingress IQ-Flow Handling
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can be exploited to permit graceful degradation of the service level under overloaded
conditions. For instance, we may want to apply application-specific filtering actions
to the less important flows (e.g., drop data in A and C if the respective queues are
full), in the event of a critical event occurrence in the high priority flow (i.e., B). Such
filtering actions are most suitable for pre-queuing execution, and are associated with
the Rx codes. The results in Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the throughput and latency
levels observed under different platform configurations when such Rx-side execution
of application-level handlers/codes is permitted. We refer to this as Priority-Aware
Rx. We observe that throughput levels for the high priority queue finally reach the
desired input levels. The graphs also demonstrate that providing platform events to
which the application can respond in some custom manner, without having additional
platform support to enforce different quality levels is insufficient (see bars for Priority
Unaware RR or SA in both latency and bandwidth graphs.).
4.2.3 Importance of Resource Reservation
In order to guarantee certain minimal quality-levels, which are particularly important
in virtualized environments, especially in the presence of dynamic variations in the
workloads, it is necessary to rely on resource reservation. The results in Figures 11
and 12 are gathered for unequal input rates, with flow B’s rate reaching 700Mbps, and
flows A and C consuming the remaining 300Mbps on incoming bandwidth as shown in
Figure 10. The results show that under spikes in the higher priority workload, a purely
priority-driven runtime behavior may be optimal for the high priority flow/service,
but it may result in unacceptably low service levels for the remaining flows.
We present the results only for Priority Aware(PA) and Priority Aware with Reser-
vations (PAR) schemes. PA completely starves the lower priority flows in order to



























Figure 10: Aggressive Higher Priority Flow
purely priority based resource allocation policy is therefore unacceptable in the afore-
mentioned environments.
Thus, we summarize the results as follows:
1. Priority-aware resource allocation schemes, such as SA, PA and PAR, are im-
portant for delivering differentiated service levels to incoming data flows.
2. Associating IQ-handlers with platform event triggers permits applications to dy-
namically install pre-queuing IQ-handlers, which further improve the platforms’
ability to meet application-level quality requirements.
3. Coupling priority-aware resource allocations with mechanisms for per-flow mini-
mal resource reservations is necessary to avoid unacceptable service degradation.
These observations cause us to focus the remaining experimentation on the SA and





























































































Figure 13: Importance of Dynamic Resource Allocation : Throughput
4.2.4 Improved Utilization of Platform Resources
Focusing on the trade-offs between dedicated resource usage and limits in the avail-
ability of shared resources, we see that the comparison of SA and PAR in Figure
13 indicates that with SA, the outgoing link reaches barely 40% utilization. In the
second case, PAR ensures sharing of runtime resources, so that the outgoing link is
fully utilized (500Mbps cumulative throughput). Interestingly, even the throughput
levels for the lower priority flows experience a slight increase. Overall, with the PAR
scheme, we attain more than a 300% improvement in throughput levels and more
than a 50% latency reduction to the critical flow as can be seen in Figure 14.
4.3 Feasibility of Achieving Quality-Awareness
4.3.1 Monitoring Overheads
The next set of experiments aims to understand the overheads and impact of contin-

























Figure 14: Importance of Dynamic Resource Allocation : Delay
runtime’s configuration state, and as their size and type vary, so do the overheads.
For simplicity, we distinguish between ‘Simple’ and ‘Fancy’ monitoring, which differ
significantly in the number of runtime parameters being monitored. Simple monitor-
ing tracks the aggregate resource utilization at a particular priority (i.e., QoS) level,
whereas Fancy monitoring further differentiates the resources consumed by individ-
ual flows within a QoS level. In addition, we also support Queue Length Monitoring,
which reports only the lengths of the different queues in the system. The results in
Figure 15 indicate that even with Fancy Monitoring, when we monitor all runtime
parameters, in the worst case, we observe a latency increase of at most 12.4% com-
pared to the minimum packet delay for the highest priority flow. The overheads are
significantly lower with respect to other flows and data sizes in the system.
Next, we evaluate the impact of varying monitoring frequency. For frequent mon-
itoring, the priority specifications are checked at every context, i.e., distributed mon-
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Figure 18: Monitoring Response Time
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of reading the priority specification whenever it gets a chance to run. Figure 16 shows
that the frequency impact on packet throughput is negligible and remains within few
percent for different flow priorities. More interestingly, due to the parallel nature of
the execution platform, and the hardware supported thread scheduling, which per-
forms context switches only when threads perform I/O operations, increasing the
monitoring frequency may even reduce message delays. The results in Figure 17 show
negligible delay increases for one of the three flows (C) and more visible delay de-
creases for the other two flows. Finally, we also evaluate the runtime responsiveness
to changes in some of the monitored parameters, as a function of the monitoring
frequency. We observe that even with infrequent monitoring, we can detect changes
in runtime parameters within 45usec, which is less than 2/3 of the minimum packet
delay. This is again due to the fact that the monitoring functionality is distributed
across multiple hardware supported contexts in the parallel platform.
4.3.2 Classification Overheads
We also evaluate the overheads associated with other runtime mechanisms described
in Section 2. The results in Table 1 show that accesses to configuration state dis-
tributed across DRAM, SRAM and Scratch can be executed with negligible overheads,
of less than 0.3usec for state in DRAM, including the classification operation. Updates
to individual state entries can be performed with maximum 1usec penalty (again, for
DRAM-resident state), and the maximum observed delay to consistently propagate
updates from the external configuration host to individual fast path processing thread
is less than 100usec.
4.4 Ability for Dynamic Adaptation
A set of experiments validates the platform’s ability to dynamically adapt to changes
in operating conditions. Figure 19 demonstrates the adaptability of the system. The
bars marked Input track the ingress flow rates over time, and the interleaved bar sets
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Update Single Entry 1usec
Maximum Consistency Delay for Updates from Single Host 99.86usec
marked with Dynamic Adaptation Scheme (DAS) report the observed egress rates.
Initially, the resource allocation policy gives equal priority to all flows as long as it
can keep up with their rates (as shown in the first pair of bars). As soon as the control
core detects the ingress rates increases at time t2, it switches to a resource allocation
policy of priority scheduling with reservations, so as to give maximum resources to
the critical flow B, while still meeting the minimal QoS levels for the remaining flows
(see the second pair of bars). As a result, flow B’s data is processed at line rates,
while the remaining flows receive minimal bandwidth levels. Furthermore, when B’s
ingress rate is reduced at t3, this policy results in appropriate adjustments so that
the remainder of the available resources is allocated to flows A and C. Note that at
all times, the maximum available outgoing bandwidth of 500Mbps is fully utilized.
Similar behavior can be observed if multiple data streams are classified in flows.
4.5 Ability to Support Classes of Priority
The results in Figure 20 demonstrate that the resource scheduling policies imple-
mented in our system can easily sustain multiple streams per flow class, and partition





























































Figure 20: Classes of Priority
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4.6 Multi-Instance Appliances
Our next set of results use replays of actual enterprise data, collected at one of our
industry partners, Delta Air Lines. Here, three different processing actions, i.e., IQ-
flow handlers, are applied to select data items, depending on their type. Consider
data items from multiple sources at an airport that need to be exchanged with var-
ious system components. Flow A consists of updates to an external service, such as
caterers. Delta data needs to be purged from sensitive information and its format
standardized, resulting in 100B data item. Flow B consists of airport display up-
dates. The processing and format translation actions for this data type are simpler,
but of higher priority, and result in a 300B data item. Finally, flow C consists of state
updates for fault-tolerance reasons, which result in a limited number of data accesses
and minor size changes. The incoming data streams consist of a uniform distribution
of all data types.
The results depicted in Figures 21 and 22 lead to two conclusions. First, they
demonstrate the feasibility of supporting a mix of data handlers on a single ‘multi-
appliance’ platform. Second, they illustrate that even under different processing
requirements for individual flows, the proposed appliance design, where platform-
level parameters are monitored and used to drive the selection of ‘scheduling’ actions,
result in most desirable performance levels. We observe that the most important flow
receives the highest percentage of available outgoing bandwidth, with lowest latencies.
The remaining bandwidth is evenly distributed amongst updates from the other flows,
with flow A experiencing larger per-data item delays due to the significantly greater
complexity of the data handler itself. Additional experimentation (not reported here)
with data streams consisting of larger data sizes, based on the Delta data and with
similar handler behaviors, demonstrate that data sizes do not affect the platforms
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Figure 23: Drop Distribution for Equal Incoming rates
4.7 Analysis of Drop Distributions
So far we have compared throughput and delays in various scenarios. In this section
we observe the result of prioritizing drops. Lower priority traffic is dropped early
on in times of congestion. Figure 23 shows the effect of early on drops to make
way for priority traffic. In case of an aggressive higher priority flow shown in Figure
24 the percentage of drops of packets from the higher priority flow increases due to
filling up of the meta data and data buffers for the flow. We infer that these drops
are involuntary drops due to limited resources since the higher priority flow itself if
getting 90% of the egress throughput, and cannot go beyond this (since resources are
reserved for lower priority flows to prevent starvation). Finally Figure 25 simulates
the last scenario, where lower priority flows overwhelm the higher priority flow. Here
the drops for the higher priority flow don’t go beyond 12% while the lower priority
traffic is dropped largely because of filled meta data buffers. However the drops never
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Figure 25: Drop Distribution for Aggressive Lower Priority Flows
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may need to be built in for an application which can withstand drops but requires
guaranteed throughput.
4.8 QoS Support for S-VNIC
Finally we evaluate the importance of QoS awareness in virtualized infrastructures.
As seen in Figure 26 three VMs, with one VNIC each, are used to perform network
I/O. One VM is set at high priority, and the other two are set at lower priority.
The priority information is communicated to the S-VNIC, as described earlier in
Section 3.2. The Quality-Aware (QA) S-VNIC correctly recognizes a situation of
high input rate for all three flows and switches to providing guaranteed throughput
to the indicated flow. In contrast, the Quality-Unaware (QU) S-VNIC lacks the
functionality to discriminate across different QoS requirements, which results in all
flows receiving a random percentage of the total egress throughput at any point in
time.
The next Figure 27 shows the impact of introducing information processing to
the S-VNIC. Each virtual flow is handled differently, with the highest priority flow
having the most intensive information handler touching 100 bytes of application data.
The lower priority flows have the S-VNIC inspecting 50 and 70 bytes of application
data respectively. This result illustrates that the Quality Aware S-VNIC allocates as
many resources as possible to the higher priority flow to keep up with the guarantees
despite the demanding information handling function. As can be seen the total egress
throughput has decreased from the previous graph due to the handlers. However the
advantage of doing such information processing on the NIC as opposed to the host
has been discussed in [32].
4.9 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we developed an argument supporting the inclusion of quality aware-



































































Figure 27: Semantically Enhanced Quality Aware S-VNIC
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importance of runtime quality awareness. We found that not only does priority sensi-
tive scheduling help provide guarantees but also improves the utilization of platform
resources. Minimum resource reservation is found to be important to prevent starva-
tion of lower priority flows. Next we evaluated the overheads due to monitoring and
classification and found that the cost of these two operations is small compared to
the system costs for processing the data flows. This makes us confident that quality
awareness can be an important value addition to functionality of an appliance with low
associated costs. Next we demonstrated the ability to have ‘configurable scheduling’
which responds to system input. The system design also supports different classes
of service as in the classical QoS domain and multi-instance appliances. We con-
cluded with the implementation of quality awareness in the S-VNIC to demonstrate
a use case for the developed concepts. We established that a quality aware S-VNIC
used as a logical device would provide more predictable and guaranteed performance
than a quality unaware one. With this set of results we demonstrate the importance,




The objective of our work is to introduce quality awareness into information appli-
ances to deal with dynamic application behaviors and the consequent changes in the
resource needs of their data flows. For this we define an architecture for IQ-appliances
and their runtimes which provides online monitoring, resource allocation, and adap-
tation needed by higher level quality management methods. The objective and the
approach we use is influenced by several research directions in the past. It also relates
to several past and ongoing research efforts by context, level at which solutions are
developed, target platforms or application domain addressed. This chapter surveys
the related work, by classifying it into several groups based on specific similarities
with the work presented in this thesis.
In the rest of the chapter we categorize the related work as follows. We first pro-
vide research related to Extensible Network Infrastructures - viz. Active Networks,
Device Level Research and Use of Network Processors for Application Specific Ser-
vices. Information Virtualization is motivated for similar reasons as this research. We
then identify research related to Information Virtualization, Virtualization, Multicore
Architecture and Monitoring and then move on to Chapter Summary.
5.1 Extensible Network Infrastructures
5.1.1 Active Networks
Our work addresses appliances which transform / inspect data flows on the fly. Such
in-transit data manipulation services have been addressed by a large body or work,
from active networking research [58]. Research with active networks has explored the
possibilities of extending and customizing the behaviour of the network infrastructure
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to meet application needs [4, 6, 52]. Furthermore, The Active System Area Networks
(ASAN) [24, 38] focuses on the use of NPs close to or even within the leaf nodes
of a network. Information appliances are similar to active network infrastructure in
the sense that they aim to exploit the programmability in the networking infrastruc-
ture and to dynamically associate application specific codes with select data flows.
However the difference is that these appliances are employed at network edges.
5.1.2 Device Level Research
The work presented in this dissertation builds on our previous research to create
integrated platforms of hosts and attached network processors (NPs), so as to enable
the execution of application-specific services onto the programmable NP and closer
to the network [16]. [32] builds in database operations into the NP to simulate a
heterogeneous multicore infrastructure. The operations carried defined in [32] are
also used in this work to prototype an information appliance. [48] describes the
implementation of a self-virtualized NIC which provides a virtual interface to the VM
above. Again operations described in [32] integrated with [48] provided us with a
logical device. This work differs from the above mentioned work in that it provides
QoS aware resource allocation / scheduling within the appliance so that it can provide
guarantees to applications.
Our work at the appliance level can also be related to efforts on augmenting
the functionality of communications devices for select application tasks [50, 36].
There are numerous interface designs for closely coupled network devices such as
programmable network processors or line cards to host nodes using OS controlled
mappings [52, 53, 8]. The motivation is to take advantage of the network near nature
of these devices vs. hosts and implement transaction services, synchronization func-
tions and service or system specific optimization of protocol stacks and of the data
movement and buffering associated with message communication. Similar argument
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is made for use of specialized devices for attaining intelligent disks that can execute
application specific I/O functionality with much improved performance levels over
standard hosts [30, 1, 31]. IQ-appliances intend to provide performance benefits over
that of information appliances by making them priority sensitive.
In other work from our group [57] describes an algorithm which can be used
for delay /deadline sensitive traffic through a NP. Our work differs from this work in
that scheduling policies are included as part of runtime components of the architecture
proposed in our work to achieve QoS awareness. The scheduling itself is reconfigurable
depending upon system parameters at any point of time particularly in keeping with
application needs.
5.1.3 Use of Network Processors for Application Specific Services
The utility of executing compositions of various protocol- vs. application-level actions
in different processing context is already widely acknowledged. Examples include
splitting the TCP/IP stack across general purpose processors and dedicated network
devices, such as network processors, FPGA-based line cards, or dedicated processors
in SMP systems [9, 49, 5], or splitting the application stack as with content-based
load balancing for an HTTP server [64]. The programmability of network processors
has been widely exploited in both industry and academia, for delivering more flexible
network and application-level services [23, 62]. Integrated host-NP platforms could
exemplify future heterogeneous, multi-core systems. Similarly, in modern intercon-
nection technologies, the network interfaces represent separate processing contexts
with capabilities for protocol off-load, direct data placement, and OS-bypass [63, 39].
IQ-appliance goes a step further as to not only offload functionality from the data
intensive application but also couple knowledge of priorities with the General Purpose
Processor, and achieve intended performance levels for important data flows. Finally,
IXP based improvements for wide area applications are attained by enabling packet
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header based customization of an incoming data stream, thereby offering services
such as software routing network monitoring etc. The DiffServe IXP server allows
applications to specify the service classes differentiated by the server in an applica-
tion specific manner [35]. This approach relies solely on network level information
embedded in packet headers to perform the specific functionality. In our case also,
the packet headers which have different IP addresses in case of implementation on
S-VNIC or other identifiers in case of th IQ-Appliance are used to classify the flows
before scheduling them based on priority. The difference here is that the appliance
is an information appliance nd we use monitoring of system resource to adapt to
variations in load and build a closed feedback loop.
5.2 Information Virtualization
The ability to modify the original data stream, and personalize it, or according to a
set of criteria, customize it for its final destination, has been previously termed data
or information virtualization [56]. This work uses this term to denote application-
specific data handling. As mentioned before in-transit transformation on data flows
is also addressed in [58].
5.3 Virtualization
One specific setting in which honoring individual QoS requirements is particularly
important is in virtualized environments. Virtualization techniques have received
recently much attention at the network [44, 21], CPU [7, 15], or device [48, 37] level,
mainly as a technique to consolidate different workloads, and permit their efficient
sharing of a single infrastructure. While the primary virtualization objective in these
efforts is to provide isolation, our focus is on providing runtime support for efficient
sharing of the platform resources, while still meeting per-flow QoS guarantees. Similar
approaches have been used in other domains, such as techniques for reservation and




The need for QoS for applications multiplexed over several cores, their corresponding
cache, memory hierarchy and attached I/O devices are being addressed current re-
search trends. [61] discusses need for QoS guarantees for data streams while [28, 29]
discuss the need for the QoS guarantees with regard to caching. While this trend is
relatively new, it is similar to QoS guarantees for appliances, and it might be possible
to adopt the mechanisms suggested in this work to address such issues.
5.5 Monitoring and Adaptation
Finally, the runtime capabilities advocated in this work rely on continuous platform
monitoring and adaptation. Similar techniques have been widely used for tuning and
monitoring distributed enterprise systems [2, 3], to deploying codes in wide area in-
frastructures [33], to adaptive QoS for delivering scalable media to end systems [11],
etc. Our work differs from this work in that monitoring is a part of suggested run-
time components of the architecture. We mainly focus on the components of the
framework, and intend that the monitoring is made reconfigurable.
5.6 Chapter Summary
We are not aware of other research on QoS Awareness in Information Appliances.
However there has been a lot of work leading to information appliances, QoS aware
monitoring, end-to-end virtualized systems and extensible network infrastructures.
In this chapter we summarized the different research directions which are in one way




In this chapter we summarize the main contributions of this work and then elaborate
on future directions which could be explored.
6.1 Contributions
This thesis describes a runtime environment for the important class of ‘information
appliances’ typically found in modern distributed infrastructures. The goal is to
provide QoS guarantees to the data flows in appliances used by data-intensive ap-
plications and in virtualized environments. Additionally, dynamic adaptation and
platform utilization are also addressed. The approach taken:
1. enables the creation of extensible appliances that can be customized to execute
diverse application-specific processing actions;
2. enriches the runtime with QoS-aware functionality, IQ-appliances, so that the
specific quality requirements of individual data flows can be met;
3. includes continuous monitoring and adaptation capabilities so as to optimize
platform utilization and attain individual service levels, while still honoring
flows’ minimum quality guarantees; and
4. provides an example of such a QoS aware appliance by building it into self-
virtualized devices.
We argue that the use of such appliances is particularly important for enterprise
systems and applications, where increasing levels of system virtualization are creating
an ever-increasing number of information flows with different needs and of different
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types. Additionally we claim that these mechanisms can be applied in a broader
context, such as in providing QoS guarantees in runtimes for multicore environments
and network processors. We demonstrate that it is feasible to provide runtime support
for QoS in appliances with relatively low overheads for marked gains in the way flows
are isolated and serviced depending on application requirements. We further justify
this claim by showing results from the implementation of these mechanisms in the
S-VNIC and the benefit to applications running in the host above. Above all, we
show that scheduling policies can be dynamically changed in order to suit the input
rates and applications dynamically at any point of time. This is possible due to the
monitoring component, which has low overhead. If configured properly, this would
move us a step closer to autonomic systems.
6.2 Future Directions
This thesis opens several opportunities for future research directions. Some are di-
rectly connected to the present status of IQ-Appliances while others are related to the
investigation of issues raised by IQ-Appliances in other context. Mainly the imme-
diate next steps in research surrounding IQ-Appliances could be to understand what
is the capability of a system which employs IQ-Appliances along with an OS-Bypass.
Different scheduling policies on the host and corresponding policies on the appliance
will provide insights into the coupling required. Implementing different appliances
and understanding the best way to schedule different data transformations can also
provide insights into scheduling policies suitable for IQ-Appliances.
Some of the more open problems related to this work are to understand what are
the parallel requirements for QoS differentiation and isolation in other environments,
for example multicore environments and mapping the suggested mechanisms in these
domains. Furthermore, architectural enhancements to improve support for reconfig-
urable monitoring, resource allocation and atomic locking in appliances would help
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improve the proposed runtimes. Finally compiler support to help the application to
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